BECS Technology, Inc. Conflict Minerals Policy Statement
On August 22, 2012, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) issued the
final conflict minerals rule under Section 1502 the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act (the “Conflict Minerals Rule”). The Conflict Minerals Rule
requires publicly traded companies to report annually the presence of conflict minerals
(tin, tungsten, tantalum and gold, or “3TG”) originating in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo or adjoining countries (“Covered Countries”).
BECS Technology recognizes the concerns associated with conflict minerals sourced
from the Democratic Republic of Congo and the surrounding countries, including gold,
tungsten, tantalum and tin. BECS Technology conflict minerals policy details our
commitment to comply with the U.S. Conflict Minerals Rule and ensures that we are
sourcing our products responsibly.
BECS Technology does not directly source 3TG from mines, smelters or refiners, and is
in most cases several or more levels removed from these market participants. BECS
Technology therefore, expects all suppliers to assist us in complying with the Rule, by
declaring any components, parts, and products that contain 3TG and further providing
associated country of and other origin information. In addition, BECS Technology
expects our suppliers to implement controls on their supply chains consistent with
BECS Technology's responsible sourcing commitment, so that they are able to provide
us with this information and so that all of the 3TG in the components, parts, and
products that we purchase from them is "conflict free”. Suppliers who supply
components, parts or products containing 3TG are expected to source those minerals
from ethically and socially responsible sources that do not directly or indirectly
contribute to conflict.
BECS Technology will assist our customers in implementing their conflict minerals
programs. We strive to work cooperatively with our customers and supply chain
partners in implementing conflict minerals compliance programs. BECS Technology
requires all of our suppliers to provide us with completed conflict minerals declarations
using the RMI Conflict Minerals Reporting Template. We may reconsider our willingness
to partner with suppliers that fail to comply with this Policy.

